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MAGIC DRAGON MOUNTAINS

"By the way, when did the trial you mentioned begin?"

Lu Yuan asked.

After thinking about it every night, he said:

"I need to wait for me to break through to the King of War and burn a new transcendent gene,
probably more than a month after the time of origin."

Lu Yuan thought for a while, he was still in the place of origin, and nodded:

"That's fine, just let me know when the time comes."

"Um."

Every night nodded.

After that, she closed the communication, saying that she was going to practice.

And Lu Yuan thought for a while, still planning to go to the field to see the situation as before.

He returned to Red Maple City, and now Red Maple City rented a room, leaving a space coordinate
in the room so that he could come back at any time.

Then, Lu Yuan took out the communication crystal and contacted Si Tingxue.

The white light flashed, and after a while, Si Tingxue's pretty face appeared on the communication
crystal. There was sweat on her face, and she was probably cultivating.

"What's wrong?"

Si Ting Xueqiao asked with a cold face.

Lu Yuan smiled: "I plan to go out to hunt the beasts and find resources. Is there any more suitable
place. Have you gone out to hunt the beasts?"
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Si Tingxue turned over the silver: "Of course, we don't rely on the family for all the resources.
Many of the resources we need are collected by ourselves."

At this time, Rebecca on the side also leaned forward, her big eyes flashing with curiosity:

"Ayuan Ayuan, are you short of resources? I haven't seen you go out into the wild."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "Recently, there is indeed a lack of resources. I plan to go out and go
shopping."

Si Tingxue thought for a while and asked, "How about your current strength against the Emperor of

War?"

Lu Yuan smiled slightly: "I went to deal with the alienation phenomenon of promotion two days ago,
and the opponent is the Emperor of War."

This news, I'm afraid it will spread out sooner or later, but Lu Yuan didn't hide it.

Upon hearing Lu Yuan's words, Si Tingxue and Rebecca fell silent.

Si Tingxue faintly uttered two words: "Perverted."

Lu Yuan looked innocent: "Where am I perverted? Don't talk nonsense about the ice cube! I am not

perverted to you."

Si Tingxue glared at Lu Yuan angrily, did not answer, and said:

"In that case, you can go to the Demon Dragon Mountain Range. There are a lot of dragon-type
fierce beasts. There are a large number of beast kings and beast emperors, and even beast
emperor-level dragons, but the fierce beasts there are very powerful. Many of the bloodlines of the
evil dragon and beasts are of the emperor level or even the emperor level. Even if it is just the beast
king, the strength is far more than the same level, it is still quite dangerous...not only that, that area
is not only our Daqi Astral humans will go, and there will be warlords and even warlord-level
powerhouses in those areas on the side, such as bloodbone kobolds and Kaman. They are staring at
them, especially the blood-boned kobolds. They must have remembered what happened to the Ice
Vein Star last time."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly and smiled: "Don't worry about that, just a few
kobolds."

Si Tingxue nodded slightly. She also knew that Lu Yuan possessed powerful Space Element combat

skills, and was not particularly worried, but just reminded him.



Lu Yuan asked curiously at this time: "By the way, can you go to the upper strata of Origin Land
above the warlord? Why are there so many warlords and warlords who have not gone?"

Si Tingxue glanced at Lu Yuan and said, "It's even more dangerous in the upper layers of Origin
Land. If you die, you will really die. Of course, not everyone often gets mixed up in it."

Hearing this, Lu Yuan thought about himself, as if he wanted to improve a little bit before passing,
he nodded suddenly.

"I understand, where is the location of the Devil Dragon Mountain Range? I'll go over and take a
look."

"It's southeast of Red Maple City. It's almost 80 million kilometers away."

Si Tingxue said lightly.

Lu Yuan was a little surprised: "It's a bit far away."

"The area where such powerful and fierce beasts gather is quite far away. There are many places in
the entire Baiyunzhou that even the Emperor Zhan hasn't been to."

Si Tingxue didn't care.

Lu Yuan nodded, expressing his understanding.

Si Tingxue said indifferently: "If it's okay, we will cultivate."

"never mind."

Lu Yuan smiled, and Si Tingxue cut off the communication.

Lu Yuan was helpless, this ice cube still had a bad temper.

More than eight thousand kilometers?

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes and roamed the starry sky with all his strength.

In the rented house, no one saw that Lu Yuan's spiritual power surged around him, and the space in
front of him was torn apart, forming a small spatial rift.

Lu Yuan stepped into the space rift.

On a vast and boundless grassland, the space fluctuated, and then tore apart, a spatial rift appeared.



A powerful force emerged, and a group of huge and incomparable bulls around seemed to feel the
danger, and quickly fled from the place with a low roar.

Lu Yuan walked out, and then the space gap behind him slowly closed.

He glanced around and didn't know exactly where it was, but he could still understand that he was
now almost ten million kilometers away.

Using the starry sky to roam with all his strength, Lu Yuan's spiritual power was almost consumed.
After he absorbed a seventh-order spiritual crystal, his spiritual power recovered, and a spatial
fissure appeared again in front of Lu Yuan, and Lu Yuan walked in.

Not long after the space rift slowly closed, a few elven men walked over, with a look of alertness on
their faces.

After confirming that there was no situation around, they looked at each other with a puzzled look.

"What was the situation just now? How could there be such a strong aura here?"

"I feel that breath, it should be the Emperor of War? Why did it suddenly disappear again?"

Several elven men looked blank, and then went on to hunt the beast.

…………

After eight consecutive use of the starry sky roaming, the edge of the land appeared in front of a
huge mountain range.

He rose into the air, into the air, observing the huge mountain range ahead.

The peaks of this mountain range generally exceed 10,000 meters in height, and even some huge
peaks exceed 100,000 meters.

Such huge peaks are connected together to form an endless vast mountain range.

"Roar!!"

A roar sounded.

Lu Yuan looked up and saw that in the mountains in the distance, there were two huge dragons with
wings and black body, about 70 or 80 meters in length across the sky. The powerful breath surged,
and the giant trees on the mountains shook one after another. stand up.



The two giant dragons roared and flew into a 7-80,000-meter-high mountain peak, and
disappeared.

Lu Yuan narrowed his eyes slightly. The magic dragon that flew through the sky before had a

king-level aura, but it was far superior to the average king- level beast, and it was a beast with a
powerful bloodline.

This is the Magic Dragon Mountain Range.

"Huh!!!"

At this moment, a sharp chirp sounded.

A fire suddenly appeared on a mountain peak of 30,000 to 40,000 meters high.

In the next moment, a huge red bird with two pairs of wings, flames burning all over, rose into the
sky, turning into streamers and flying towards the depths of the mountains.

All the forests in the past are turned into a sea of   flames. The flames are burning.

In the burning forest, many roars of fierce beasts sounded one after another, and the fierce beasts in
the forest surged with spiritual power to extinguish the flames.

Lu Yuan could feel that there were a large number of war-sage-level fierce beasts, and some of
them were king-level fierce beasts.

A look of surprise appeared in Lu Yuan's eyes.

You know, this is just the periphery of the Demon Dragon Mountain Range, there are so many Beast
Kings, it's simply outrageous.

No wonder Ice said that there is even a beast emperor in this place.

However, this place is just right for Lu Yuan.

The corners of his mouth lifted up, showing a slight smile.

The next moment, Lu Yuan turned into a streamer and flew towards the mountains.

Soon, Luyuan came to the forest in the mountains.

Everything here is extremely large.



Mountain peaks of tens of thousands of meters, huge trees of hundreds of meters or even thousands
of meters, each tree is like a tall building, replaced by a previous life, this kind of giant tree can
almost be compared with a tall building of several hundred meters. You can't see it at all, but you
can see it everywhere.

The fierce beast here is actually smaller.

Lu Yuan could see a lot of fierce beasts, with a height of just over ten meters at the shoulder, and
they looked very small.

Of course, that's just compared to trees.

Compared with Lu Yuan, it is still a huge monster.

Lu Yuan entered the forest and found himself as if he had come to the kingdom of giants.

This giant is still the kind of Ultraman level.

Fortunately, in the place of origin, body size does not represent strength or weakness.

Lu Yuan soon came across a four-legged beast with a pitch-black lin armour, a single horn on its
head, a hideous look, and a shoulder height of about four meters.

The four-legged fierce beast saw Lu Yuan's eyes red as soon as he saw Lu Yuan, and roared
towards Lu Yuan. A powerful black light flashed all over its body, and its aura rose sharply.

However, for Lu Yuan, it was quite weak.

It's just a fierce beast at the battle-sovereign level.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows, grabbed the beast's unicorn, and slapped the beast's forehead with a
slap.

boom! !

The fierce beast lay directly on the ground, losing its vitality.

Lu Yuan slapped it down, and the brain of the fierce beast was shattered.

Afterwards, several spirit crystals appeared in the body of the fierce beast, as well as two blobs of
blue light.

Lu Yuan collected them and took a look.



A total of twelve Tier 4 spirit crystals, and two boss-level Tier 4 fierce beast materials.

The information of the place of origin came to Lu Yuan's mind.

The unihorn of the black armored dragon beast, and the leather of the black armored dragon beast.

These are all materials used to build genetic weapons. If there is a better equipment forge, you can
create a fourth-tier leader-level genetic weapon.

For Zhan Zun, they can all be regarded as high-quality genetic weapons.

Lu Yuan naturally put it away.

Later, Lu Yuan continued to deepen.

Along the way, most of the fierce beasts Lu Yuan encountered were fierce beasts with dragon
bloodline.

Black Anchored Dragon Beast, Iron Dragon Beast, Ground Tyrannosaurus and so on.

The fierce beast with dragon bloodline is very powerful, probably equivalent to a warlord with a
lord-level or even a king-level gene.

Even among the genetic warriors of the warlord level, they are definitely considered to be a genius
level.

If an ordinary warlord came here, without ten people together, it might not necessarily be an
opponent of a fierce beast.

Even if it is the King of War, if there is no king-level gene burned, it would be very difficult to
defeat a fierce warlord beast.

This is already a very high-level fierce beast territory.

Of course, for Lu Yuan, the strength of these fierce beasts was actually quite average, and they
could be killed at will.

The number of fierce beasts in the Devil Dragon Mountain Range is not too small, but it is not
particularly large.

Lu Yuan walked around for half an hour, and all the fierce beasts he encountered were instant kills,
but only killed about forty war-sage fierce beasts, and the total amount of spirit crystals he obtained
was only six to seven hundred four. Order Lingjing, of course, also has a little material, there are



almost a hundred materials, but unfortunately, no genetic weapons and extraordinary genes have
been obtained.

Even among such high-level fierce beasts, transcendent genes and genetic weapons are still very
rare.

This is a full half an hour!

This point of spirit crystal was not even enough for Lu Yuan to consume the imperial level spiritual
power gene liquid at a time.

Lu Yuan continued to walk inside.

Not long after, Lu Yuan came to a mountain peak of about 20,000 meters. At this time, he
suddenly heard a roar from the mountain peak, a powerful breath emerged, and battle fluctuations
continued to spread.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows and glanced at the mountain peak.

Is someone fighting?

His figure flickered, and he quickly leaned in the direction of the mountain.

Soon, Lu Yuan saw that in the area near the top of the mountain, two huge dragons were roaring in
the lair.

There are six powerful genetic warriors outside the lair.

Lu Yuan's gaze swept across, these genetic warriors were all of the Warlord level, and all of them
were Baishuangren.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows, would even Baishuangren be in this place?

It seems that many of the genetic routes chosen by the Baishuang people are similar, and they will
choose the extraordinary genes of the frost element.

However, it is a strong attack system, an assassination system, or an elemental system, all with a
certain amount of frost attack.

The incomparable frost force surged, and the cold air was wanton, constantly attacking the two
magic dragons.

However, the aura of the two magic dragons is also extremely powerful.



They roared and spit out black magic flames, and at the same time, black streamers flashed all over
their bodies. The attacks of these six hoarfrost men fell on their two fierce beasts, and even just
pierced their lin armor.

But this dark magic flame made the six Hoarfrost Kings have to dodge
desperately~www.mtlnovel.com~ Lu Yuan couldn't help but look weird when he watched the
scene where the chickens and dogs jumped.

These Hoarfrost Warriors are too bad, right?

Six fights two, and still fight so hard?

However, Lu Yuan could actually understand it. After all, these six Baishuang people seemed to be
quite ordinary, and the highest transcendent genes burned might only be at the king level.

And the blood of the two dragons is estimated to have the royal inheritance. In this case, six and two
may not be able to fight.

Just as Lu Yuan thought, gradually, the Baishuang people gained a little bit of the upper hand from
the very beginning, until later they attacked hard to seriously injure the dragon. Frost also had little
effect on the dragon with black flames, and began to fall into the wind. .

"Roar!!"

A larger dragon roared, and a cloud of black flame spewed from its mouth. The black flame turned
into the image of a dragon and rushed out towards the guardian soldier of the Hoarfrost Guardian
holding a heavy shield.

The guardian warrior's pupils shrank, and ice mist circulated around his body, forming an ice shield,
blocking the black flames of the dragon.

boom! !

The roar sounded, the ice shield melted, and the guardian screamed and flew out.

The faces of the other warlords changed: "Brother Yi!!"

"go!"

A White Frost King Warlord of the assault system on the side quickly grabbed the guardian soldier
who was flying upside down, called out, turned and ran away.

The other four Hoarfrost Kings also quickly followed and fled in embarrassment.

Lu Yuan: "..."



He felt a bit embarrassed when he saw the six Hoarfrost Kings running away embarrassedly.

Why do you want to fight these two dragons with such a dish?Wouldn't it be okay to go down and
fight against the beasts of the noble level?
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